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PEREZ MAXIMILLIAN
Red Hot and Holy Sounds True
In the instant New York Times bestseller
that started the Dark Elements series, one
kiss is enough to kill... Layla just wants to
ﬁt in at school and go on a date with
Zayne, whom she's crushed on since
forever. Trouble is, Zayne treats Layla like
a sister—and Layla is a half demon, half
gargoyle with abilities no one else
possesses. And even though Zayne is a

Warden, part of the race of gargoyles
tasked with keeping humanity safe, Layla's
kiss will kill anything with a soul—including
him. Then she meets Roth—a demon who
claims to know her secrets. Though Layla
knows she should stay away, it's tough
when that whole no-kissing thing isn't an
issue. Trusting Roth could ruin her
chances with Zayne, but as Layla
discovers she's the reason for a violent
demon uprising, kissing the enemy
suddenly pales in comparison to the

looming end of the world. "Armentrout
works her magic with swoon-worthy guys
and a twist you never see coming."—#1
New York Times bestselling author Abbi
Glines "Armentrout is a major talent... I
just can't stop reading!"—New York Times
bestselling author Gena Showalter The
Dark Elements Series: Bitter Sweet Love
(ebook-only prequel) White Hot Kiss Stone
Cold Touch Every Last Breath
Red, White & Royal Blue Hal Leonard
Corporation
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Imagine a killer with the infectiousness of
the common cold and power of the Black
Death. Imagine something so deadly that
it wipes out 90% of those it touches.
Imagine an organism against which there
is no defence. But you don't need to
imagine. Such a killer exists: it is a virus
and its name is Ebola. The Hot Zone tells
what happens when the unthinkable
becomes reality: when a deadly virus,
from the rain forests of Africa, crosses
continents and infects a monkey house ten
miles from the White House. Ebola is that
reality. It has the power to decimate the
world's population. Try not to panic. It will
be back. There is nothing you can do...
My Life, My Love, My Legacy Sounds True
What if it's not your fault that sex is bad in
your marriage? Based on a
groundbreaking in-depth survey of 22,000
Christian women, The Great Sex Rescue
unlocks the secrets to what makes some
marriages red hot while others ﬁzzle out.
Generations of women have grown up with
messages about sex that make them feel
dirty, used, or invisible, while men have
been sold such a cheapened version of
sex, they don't know what they're missing.
The Great Sex Rescue hopes to turn all of

that around, developing a truly biblical
view of sex where mutuality, intimacy, and
passion reign. The Great Sex Rescue pulls
back the curtain on what is happening in
Christian bedrooms and exposes the
problematic teachings that wreck sex for
so many couples--and the good teachings
that leave others breathless. In the
#metoo and #churchtoo era, not only is
this book a long overdue corrective to
church culture, it is poised to free
thousands of couples from repressive and
dissatisfying sex lives so that they can
experience the kind of intimacy and
wholeness God intended.
Revelation Baker Books
In the vein of Naomi Novik’s New York
Times bestseller Spinning Silver and
Katherine Arden’s national bestseller The
Bear and the Nightingale, this
unforgettable debut— inspired by
Hungarian history and Jewish
mythology—follows a young pagan woman
with hidden powers and a one-eyed
captain of the Woodsmen as they form an
unlikely alliance to thwart a tyrant. In her
forest-veiled pagan village, Évike is the
only woman without power, making her an
outcast clearly abandoned by the gods.
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The villagers blame her corrupted
bloodline—her father was a Yehuli man,
one of the much-loathed servants of the
fanatical king. When soldiers arrive from
the Holy Order of Woodsmen to claim a
pagan girl for the king’s blood sacriﬁce,
Évike is betrayed by her fellow villagers
and surrendered. But when monsters
attack the Woodsmen and their captive en
route, slaughtering everyone but Évike
and the cold, one-eyed captain, they have
no choice but to rely on each other. Except
he’s no ordinary Woodsman—he’s the
disgraced prince, Gáspár Bárány, whose
father needs pagan magic to consolidate
his power. Gáspár fears that his cruelly
zealous brother plans to seize the throne
and instigate a violent reign that would
damn the pagans and the Yehuli alike. As
the son of a reviled foreign queen, Gáspár
understands what it’s like to be an
outcast, and he and Évike make a tenuous
pact to stop his brother. As their mission
takes them from the bitter northern tundra
to the smog-choked capital, their mutual
loathing slowly turns to aﬀection, bound
by a shared history of alienation and
oppression. However, trust can easily turn
to betrayal, and as Évike reconnects with
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her estranged father and discovers her
own hidden magic, she and Gáspár need
to decide whose side they’re on, and what
they’re willing to give up for a nation that
never cared for them at all.
Finding God in the Details of this Weird
and Wonderful Life K Webster
On the heels of his hugely successful Red
Hot exhibition in London (successfully
funded through Kickstarter), photographer
and ﬁlmmaker Thomas Knights creates the
ultimate bible for fans of hot ginger men.
With a truly international feel, the book
contains one hundred ﬂame haired guys
from all over the world, captured topless
against the iconic vivid blue background
now synonymous with the Red Hot brand.
Not only is it pleasing to the eye, the book
also holds a mirror up to current
perceptions of male beauty. Now in a new
format.
Caravan of No Despair Di Angelo
Publications
When one person dares to speak her truth,
it challenges us all to live our own. With
Red Hot and Holy, Sera Beak oﬀers a
provocative and intimate view of what it
means to get up close and personal with
the divine in modern times. With a rare
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combination of audacious wit, scholarly
acumen, and tender
vulnerability—vibrantly mixed with red
wine, rock songs, tattoos, and erotic
encounters—Sera candidly chronicles the
highs and lows of her mystical journey.
From the innocence of her childhood crush
on God; through a whirlwind of torrid
liaisons and bitter break-ups with
Christianity, Buddhism, Suﬁsm, Hinduism,
and the New Age; and ﬁnally into
committed monogamy with her own Red
Hot and Holy Goddess, Sera shares
transformative insights, encouraging us all
to trust our unique path and ignite our
own spiritual love aﬀair. Sera Beak's
luscious writing and renegade spiritual
wisdom that slices through religious and
new age dogma made her debut book The
Red Book a breakout success. With Red
Hot and Holy she oﬀers a far more
personal book—an illuminating, hilarious,
and above all utterly honest portrait of the
heart-opening process of mystical
realization. This hot and holy book invites
you to embrace your soul, unleash your
true Self, and burn, baby, burn with divine
love. Excerpt As a child, I was madly in
love with God. Gaga for God. In grade
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school, I used to write “I (heart) God” at
the top of all my homework assignments
and in the margins of the notes I passed to
my girlfriends about which boys we
thought were cute. Next to The Little
Princess, a children’s bible was kept on my
bedside table for nightly reading. Miracles?
Prophetic dreams? Angels? Healing the
sick? Sign me up for those gigs! And every
Thursday I believed J.C. dropped by my
bedroom so I could ask him personal
questions and tell him which sister was
annoying me the most. I was magnetized
to rosaries, prayers, and pyramids the way
other kids were to doughnuts, MTV and
the Cabbage Patch Kids, and every time I
saw a religious ﬁgure (priest, nun,
Buddhist monk, Hare Krishna) out in
public, it would take an enormous amount
of willpower not to stalk them. When
Career Days at school would come around,
my questionnaire would look a little
something like this: Favorite subject? God
Favorite hobby? God What do you want to
be when you grow up? God (Okay, there
was a brief time when I was six years old
when the answer to that last question was
“an albino.” I thought albinism would
make me glow in the dark.) When I was a
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child, God was not a belief of a magical
Santa Claus type. He was as real as my
heart. I felt Him (inside me). I recognized
Him (everywhere). I knew Him
(personally). We hung out together, and I
never wanted our rendezvous to stop. I
only wanted us to draw closer. I assumed I
was experiencing what many Catholics
refer to as “the call” to be a priest, so I
matter-of-factly informed my parish priests
and Sunday school teachers of my future
vocation. They laughed, patted my head,
and told me I couldn’t have heard the call
to be a priest because I had a vagina.
Okay, they didn’t say that last part, but
believe me, it was implied. They did tell
me that only men were allowed to be
priests because Jesus only had male
disciples (to which Mary Magdalene juts
out her left hip and slaps her round cheek
with The Gospel of Mary Magdalene). But,
of course, I could always be a nun.
How Iceland Changed the World Lauren
Blakely After Dark
Named a Most Anticipated Book of 2020
by Apple Books, Literary Hub, The Millions,
and The Week An indelible novel of
teenage alienation and adult complacency
in an unraveling world. Pulitzer Prize

ﬁnalist Lydia Millet’s sublime new
novel—her ﬁrst since the National Book
Award long-listed Sweet Lamb of
Heaven—follows a group of twelve eerily
mature children on a forced vacation with
their families at a sprawling lakeside
mansion. Contemptuous of their parents,
who pass their days in a stupor of liquor,
drugs, and sex, the children feel neglected
and suﬀocated at the same time. When a
destructive storm descends on the
summer estate, the group’s
ringleaders—including Eve, who narrates
the story—decide to run away, leading the
younger ones on a dangerous foray into
the apocalyptic chaos outside. As the
scenes of devastation begin to mimic
events in the dog-eared picture Bible
carried around by her beloved little
brother, Eve devotes herself to keeping
him safe from harm. A Children’s Bible is a
prophetic, heartbreaking story of
generational divide—and a haunting vision
of what awaits us on the far side of
Revelation.
A Soul's Journey to Becoming Human
Penguin
More Than the Chili's Heating Up Cadillac,
Texas Carlene Lovelle, co-owner of Bless
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My Bloomers lingerie shop, found a pair of
fancy red-silk panties in her husband's
briefcase, and all hell is breaking loose.
She custom-made those fancy bloomers
herself—and she remembers the bimbo
who bought them. If her husband had a
lick of sense, he'd known there are no
secrets in a town like Cadillac. Carlene's
cohorts—and their mamas—plan to exact
revenge on Lenny Joe where it'll hurt the
most: break his ten-year winning streak at
the prestigious Red-Hot Chili Cook-Oﬀ.
Never before has a woman dared to
compete. But the ladies of Bless My
Bloomers are cooking up a storm...and it
seems the whole town is taking sides in
the showdown. Welcome to Cadillac,
Texas, where the chili is hot, the gossip is
hotter, and friends stick by each other, no
matter what the challenge. Praise for The
Blue-Ribbon Jalapeño Society Jubilee:
"Hilarious...fast-paced...A high-spirited,
romantic page-turner."—Kirkus "Humor
and down-home charm make this a ﬁrstplace prize winner."—RT Book Reviews, 4
Stars "In this laugh-out-loud read,
bestselling Brown takes her expertise in
writing top-notch cowboy romance novels
to stir things up...among four female
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friends."—Booklist "Heartwarming and
fun...Brown's story reminded me of Fried
Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop
Cafe."—Long and Short Reviews
A Heretic's Love Story Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
On the day her ﬁrst book came out—a new
translation of Dark Night of the Soul by
Saint John of the Cross—Mirabai Starr’s
daughter, Jenny, was killed in a car
accident. “My spiritual life began the day
my daughter died,” writes Mirabai. Even
with decades of spiritual practice and a
deep immersion in the greatest mystical
texts, she found herself utterly unprepared
for “my most powerful catalyst for
transformation, my ﬁercest and most
compassionate teacher.” With Caravan of
No Despair, Mirabai shares an irreverent,
uplifting, and intimate memoir of her
extraordinary life journey. Through the
many twists and turns of her
life—including a tangled relationship with
a charlatan-guru, her unexpected
connection with the great Christian
mystics, and the loss of her
daughter—Mirabai ﬁnds the courage to
remain open and defenseless before the
mystery of the divine. “Tragedy and
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trauma are not guarantees for a
transformational spiritual experience,”
writes Mirabai Starr, “but they are
opportunities. They are invitations to sit in
the ﬁre and allow it to transﬁgure us.”
BroadStreet Publishing Group LLC
Red Hot and HolyA Heretic’s Love
StorySounds True
Forged in Ash Villard
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation
and witnesses the racism of the KKK as
they embark on a cross-burning rampage,
before she fully understands the
importance her family attributes to having
land of their own.
Crazy Love Worthy Books
Named a Best Book of 2017 by NPR The
New York Times Book Review Editors'
Choice The Washington Post’s Books to
Read in 2017 USA Today, “New and
Noteworthy” Read it Forward, Favorite
Reads of January 2017 A Parade Magazine
Pick "This book is distinctly Coretta's story
. . . particularly absorbing. . . generous, in
a manner that is unfashionable in our
culture."—New York Times Book Review
“Eloquent . . . inspirational"—USA Today
The life story of Coretta Scott King—wife of
Martin Luther King Jr., founder of the
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Martin Luther King Jr. Center for
Nonviolent Social Change (The King
Center), and singular twentieth-century
American civil and human rights
activist—as told fully for the ﬁrst time,
toward the end of her life, to Rev. Dr.
Barbara Reynolds. Born in 1927 to daringly
enterprising parents in the Deep South,
Coretta Scott had always felt called to a
special purpose. While enrolled as one of
the ﬁrst black scholarship students
recruited to Antioch College, she became
politically and socially active and
committed to the peace movement. As a
graduate student at the New England
Conservatory of Music, determined to
pursue her own career as a concert singer,
she met Martin Luther King Jr., a Baptist
minister insistent that his wife stay home
with the children. But in love and devoted
to shared Christian beliefs as well as
shared racial and economic justice goals,
she married Dr. King, and events promptly
thrust her into a maelstrom of history
throughout which she was a strategic
partner, a standard bearer, and so much
more. As a widow and single mother of
four, she worked tirelessly to found and
develop The King Center as a citadel for
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world peace, lobbied for ﬁfteen years for
the US national holiday in honor of her
husband, championed for women's,
workers’ and gay rights and was a
powerful international voice for
nonviolence, freedom and human dignity.
Coretta’s is a love story, a family saga,
and the memoir of an extraordinary black
woman in twentieth-century America, a
brave leader who, in the face of terrorism
and violent hatred, stood committed,
proud, forgiving, nonviolent, and hopeful
every day of her life.
Qaddaﬁ's Green Book McFarland
“James A. Cosby’s book on the roots of
rock and roll is a fascinating look at the
historical aspect of this comprehensive
music. He carefully traces some of the
earliest examples of what later evolved
into what we recognize as rock and roll,
and the journey on which this book takes
us is consistently informative and
enlightening. The author covers the
music’s history with careful, accurate
details, and also adds an appreciation for
its aesthetics. It allows even those who
already have some understanding of the
music’s roots to learn more details and
obtain a deeper understanding. Highly

recommended. It is one of the
quintessential books on rock music’s
roots.”—Examiner.com “Thoughtfully
written and meticulously
footnoted”—Broad Street Review “Chapter
after chapter, it will have you reaching for
your record player”—The Current “A lot of
useful, thoughtful, and engaging
information throughout the work...provides
an illuminating and intriguing look at how
the genre became a cultural
touchstone”—Kirkus Reviews “You can
read a hundred histories of early rock and
roll, and still not understand exactly how
the spark of a century was generated.
History can be messy, but is there any
way to tell the story concisely? James A.
Cosby does a more than creditable job of
that in his new book”—Minnesota Public
Radio “Informative and entertaining and
likely to appeal to anyone with an interest
in popular music”—Penniless Press “The
wealth of information [Cosby] shares, and
the way it is presented, makes this book
worth owning”—102.9 WMGK Classic Rock
“Well researched, well organized, and well
thought-out...those who are just starting
out their research on the history of rock
and roll will ﬁnd this book useful, while
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even the more seasoned rock and roll
scholar will glean some new
information”—ARSC Journal Rock music
today is universal and its popular history is
well known. Yet few know how and why it
really came about. Taking a fresh look at
events long overlooked or misunderstood,
this book tells how some of the most
disenfranchised people in a free and
prosperous nation strove to make
themselves heard—and changed the
world. Describing the genesis of rock and
roll, the author covers everything from its
deep roots in the Mississippi Delta, key
early ﬁgures, like deejay “Daddy-O”
Dewey Phillips and gospel star Sister
Rosetta Tharpe, and the inﬂuence of socalled “holy rollers” of the Pentecostal
church who became crucial
performers—Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis
and Little Richard.
Outrageous Openness St. Martin's
Griﬃn
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS
CIRCLE’S JOHN LEONARD PRIZE FOR BEST
FIRST BOOK Named a Best Book of the
Year by: New York Times * NPR *
Washington Post * LA Times * Kirkus
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Reviews * New York Public Library *
Chicago Public Library * Harper’s Bazaar *
TIME * Maureen Corrigan, Fresh Air *
Boston Globe* The Atlantic A vibrant story
collection about Cambodian-American
life—immersive and comic, yet
unsparing—that oﬀers profound insight
into the intimacy of queer and immigrant
communities Seamlessly transitioning
between the absurd and the
tenderhearted, balancing acerbic humor
with sharp emotional depth, Afterparties
oﬀers an expansive portrait of the lives of
Cambodian-Americans. As the children of
refugees carve out radical new paths for
themselves in California, they shoulder the
inherited weight of the Khmer Rouge
genocide and grapple with the
complexities of race, sexuality, friendship,
and family. A high school badminton coach
and failing grocery store owner tries to
relive his glory days by beating a rising
star teenage player. Two drunken brothers
attend a wedding afterparty and hatch a
plan to expose their shady uncle’s
snubbing of the bride and groom. A queer
love aﬀair sparks between an older tech
entrepreneur trying to launch a “safe
space” app and a disillusioned young
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teacher obsessed with Moby-Dick. And in
the sweeping ﬁnal story, a nine-year-old
child learns that his mother survived a
racist school shooter. The stories in
Afterparties, “powered by So’s skill with
the telling detail, are like beams of wry,
aﬀectionate light, falling from diﬀerent
directions on a complicated, struggling,
beloved American community” (George
Saunders).
The Lies You've Been Taught and How to
Recover What God Intended Corgi
From New York Times Bestselling Author
Opal CarewWhat if your deepest sexual
fantasies could come true?Bad boys, alpha
males, and dominants... three red hot
fantasies collected as a box set from New
York Times Bestselling Author Opal
Carew.#1 THE MALE STRIPPERIt all began
with a bachelorette party.While Becca's
friends fantasize about multiple men and
erotic situations, Becca longs for
something more down to earth-a sizzling
night with the male stripper she hired for
her friend's bachelorette party.Despite her
friends' good-natured insistence that she
go for it, Becca just doesn't know how to
tell this super sexy man she wants to jump
his bones.But when he shows up at her
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door later that night-and with a hunky
friend in tow-she decides she just can't let
this opportunity slip away.#2 THE
STRANGERHaving had her fantasy come
true, Becca decides to make her friends'
fantasies come true as well.The idea of
sex with a stranger is Jan's biggest turnon. Not a one night stand, but someone
who is totally anonymous. She never in
her wildest dreams thought she'd do it in
real life... until her friend Becca decides to
make it happen. So, bound and
blindfolded, she is ready for her
mysterious lover, but is she ready for the
consequences?#3 THE OFFICE SLAVETwo
fantasies down and the best is yet to
come...Sylvia loves to read erotica, and
after her latest read, she's developed a
sizzling fantasy about being forced to
submit to the sexual whims of four
incredibly hot business partners.Never in
her wildest dreams did she think she'd
have the opportunity to live out her
fantasy... until her friend decides to make
it happen. Now she's about to become an
oﬃce slave... to four hunky men she's
never even met. But faced with the reality,
can she actually go through with it?This is
a collection of super hot short stories as a
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boxed set.~~~ Receive a free erotic read
by joining my Reader Group.Just copy and
paste this into your browser ==>
OpalCarew.com/ReaderGroup~~~This
collection contains the ﬁrst three stories in
the Red Hot Fantasies series:The Male
StripperThe StrangerThe Oﬃce SlaveThe
remaining two stories in the series are:The
CaptiveThe Bridal Aﬀair~~~Praise for Red
Hot FantasiesThe Male Stripper 4.5 Stars!
Reviewer Top Pick! "...ﬁrst sizzling tale in
her 'Red Hot Fantasies' series..." Elf, Night
Owl Review 4 Cups! "...The Male Stripper
is a bold, spicy m�nage that possesses
exceptional writing, oﬀering a voyeuristic
opportunity into three peoples' lives as
they revel in their sexual fantasia.
...Becca, Cal, and Don are intriguing,
enjoyable and likable characters... Their
carnal unions are erotic and well
orchestrated, taking up many of the
pages. Ms. Carew makes sure this short
story's erotic ambience dominates. A
keeper for sure...." Echo, Coﬀee Time
Romance & More The Stranger4.5 Stars!
Reviewer Top Pick!...Another scorching
short story from a proliﬁc author and an
entertaining premise that started with a
sensual bridal shower as the remaining

single ladies who attended get their own
fantasies fulﬁlled, a stud (or two) at a
time. A great addition to the series.Elf,
Night Owl ReviewThe Oﬃce Slave5
Stars!Very well written, makes you feel as
if you could be one of the characters in
this story. I like how they don't cut her any
slack and make her fantasy come true
with a bang.Annette5 Stars! Totally HOT
and sexy!I loved it. Where were my friends
like this when I was single? Holy mother! I
hope there's a sequel. I want to see how it
works out with the big boss.
:)Slinkydennis4 Stars! Exciting and
IntriguingExciting and intriguing book, as
always kept the sizzle throughout the
whole novel. I could not put the book down
till I ﬁnished reading it all.Leslie
The Daily Show (The Book) Canongate
Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The
complete, uncensored history of the
award-winning The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart, as told by its correspondents,
writers, and host. For almost seventeen
years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart
brilliantly redeﬁned the borders between
television comedy, political satire, and
opinionated news coverage. It launched
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the careers of some of today's most
signiﬁcant comedians, highlighted the
hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered
23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-thescenes gags, controversies, and
camaraderie will be chronicled by the
players themselves, from legendary host
Jon Stewart to the star cast members and
writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen
Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell plus some of The Daily Show's most
prominent guests and adversaries: John
and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker
Carlson, and many more. This oral history
takes the reader behind the curtain for all
the show's highlights, from its origins as
Comedy Central's underdog late-night
program to Trevor Noah's succession,
rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour
political news cycle to become part of the
beating heart of politics-a trusted source
for not only comedy but also commentary,
with a reputation for calling bullshit and an
ability to eﬀect real change in the world.
Through years of incisive election
coverage, passionate debates with
President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds
with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative
takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily
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Show has been a cultural touchstone.
Now, for the ﬁrst time, the people behind
the show's seminal moments come
together to share their memories of the
last-minute rewrites, improvisations,
pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments
of Zen both on and oﬀ the set of one of
America's most groundbreaking shows.
The Great Sex Rescue Simon and
Schuster
Author’s Summary Sharing your truth with
the world is rarely easy, especially when it
contradicts history and a major world
religion. But truth, much like love, can’t
stay buried forever. Redvelations is my
story of remembering and reclaiming
Sarah, the forgotten daughter of Jesus and
Mary Magdalene, as the lost part of my
own soul. If your eyebrows have raised, I
understand. Your doubts and disbelief are
well-warranted, and you’re welcome to
interpret my story however you wish.
What’s more important than believing in
my soul’s reality is believing in your soul’s
reality. Above all else, this book
champions the importance of recovering
and embodying the lost parts of your soul
so you can become fully human, wildly
alive, and contribute to the well-being of
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this planet. I hope my soul’s journey
reminds you to trust your unique journey,
cherish the entire human experience, and
share your soul’s truth—no matter what
others think. This book is an unorthodox
oﬀering, a ﬁery reminder, and a living
testament. But most of all, Redvelations is
my heart smashed onto pages. Handle
with care. Publisher’s Summary In her
remarkable spiritual memoir Red Hot &
Holy (Sounds True, 2013), Sera Beak told
the story of how she lost and found her
soul as a modern woman. With
Redvelations, Sera ventures further down
the soul path, revealing her unorthodox
experiences of the daughter of Jesus and
Mary Magdalene and the undeniable
power of the soul that this forgotten ﬁgure
brings to life. By transparently sharing her
soul’s journey, Sera illuminates our
common struggles in an uncommon way
and explores one of the most profound
spiritual mysteries: Why do souls
incarnate? Why does something that is
perfect and whole choose to enter an
imperfect world where it can be wounded,
shattered, and betrayed? ? As Sera
reveals, our souls choose the adventure of
embodiment so we may learn about the
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strength that can only come from
vulnerability, the love that can only grow
in the presence of heartbreak, and the
achingly beautiful gift of being fully
human.
Red Hot Chili Peppers (Songbook) Bruno
Gmuender
Some things are better left unsaid.
Besides, I don't need to act on every wild
thought that ﬂits through my imagination,
not when my ﬁancé and I have the kind of
life I've aways longed for -- passionate,
intimate and oh so real. I can't risk losing
him, so I focus on building our life together
as a couple, expanding my career as a
sports reporter, and prepping for our
wedding. But the more insistent my
thoughts become, the closer I get to
telling him what I want most...The
question though is what will happen to our
unbreakable bond when I do.
The Red-Hot Chili Cook-Oﬀ Harlequin
* Instant NEW YORK TIMES and USA
TODAY bestseller * * GOODREADS CHOICE
AWARD WINNER for BEST DEBUT and BEST
ROMANCE of 2019 * * BEST BOOK OF THE
YEAR* for VOGUE, NPR, VANITY FAIR, and
more! * What happens when America's
First Son falls in love with the Prince of
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Wales? When his mother became
President, Alex Claremont-Diaz was
promptly cast as the American equivalent
of a young royal. Handsome, charismatic,
genius—his image is pure millennialmarketing gold for the White House.
There's only one problem: Alex has a beef
with the actual prince, Henry, across the
pond. And when the tabloids get hold of a
photo involving an Alex-Henry altercation,
U.S./British relations take a turn for the
worse. Heads of family, state, and other
handlers devise a plan for damage control:
staging a truce between the two rivals.
What at ﬁrst begins as a fake,
Instragramable friendship grows deeper,
and more dangerous, than either Alex or

Henry could have imagined. Soon Alex
ﬁnds himself hurtling into a secret
romance with a surprisingly unstuﬀy Henry
that could derail the campaign and upend
two nations and begs the question: Can
love save the world after all? Where do we
ﬁnd the courage, and the power, to be the
people we are meant to be? And how can
we learn to let our true colors shine
through? Casey McQuiston's Red, White &
Royal Blue proves: true love isn't always
diplomatic. "I took this with me wherever I
went and stole every second I had to read!
Absorbing, hilarious, tender, sexy—this
book had everything I crave. I’m jealous of
all the readers out there who still get to
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experience Red, White & Royal Blue for
the ﬁrst time!" - Christina Lauren, New
York Times bestselling author of The
Unhoneymooners "Red, White & Royal
Blue is outrageously fun. It is romantic,
sexy, witty, and thrilling. I loved every
second." - Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York
Times bestselling author of Daisy Jones &
The Six
Stories Red Hot and HolyA Heretic’s Love
Story
Iconic bassist and co-founder of the
immortal Red Hot Chili Peppers ﬁnally tells
his fascinating life story, complete with all
the dizzying highs and the gutter lows
you'd expect from an LA street rat turned
world-famous rock star.

